This article introduces a new inequalities index, which was inspired from the simple perceptron's pattern in the artificial neural networks (ANN) scientific field and nominated by the authors Modulus Perceptron Inequalities Index (MPII). The structural similarities of this ANN pattern with a binary logic gate, in the Digital Electronics Theory (DET), lead to deal with the existence of operational similarities between these two models. The introduced index aroused while examining the potentials of the simple perceptron to solve the non-linear separable -exclusive disjunction‖ (XOR) problem, by using techniques of the Theory of Numbers in Mathematics. Since the XOR architecture is considered by the DET an inequality detector, due to its ability to result to the same outcome in the same input values, the solution of the XOR problem for a simple perceptron authorizes the ANN and DET XOR models to be considered identical, in the extend that inequalities is regarded. The above XOR models utility appears to operate satisfactory in Regional Science's inequalities research. The examination of MPII's behavior in comparison with the Theil index, concluded to be almost identical in the extend that slope conservation is regarded and more capable on cases that the Theil's index cannot operate.
Introduction
The ANN simple perceptron pattern was proposed in 1962 by Rosenblatt and was the first and simplest one neuron ANN model. In 1969 Minsky and Papert presented the limitations of that model, regarding its inability to solve nonlinear separable problems [1] , such as the XOR [2] . Thenceforth, the research about two level neuron patterns was abandoned [1] . The next period, multi-layer ANN neuron patterns were introduced to overcome simple perceptron's limitations [3] . The utility of the model was rearranged in modern research and some solutions of the XOR problem were proposed, by using computational techniques from Complex Number Analysis in Mathematics [4] and from Quantum Computation [5] . The XOR model's architecture is considered from DET an inequality detector, due to its ability to result the same numerical outcome when the input data consists of the same values [6] [7] . Solving the XOR problem for a simple perceptron render this ANN model to operate as an electronic XOR gate and to perform similarly, regarding the inequalities detection. These identical XOR patterns (simple perceptron and DET's logical gate) may also provide utility in Regional Economics inequalities research, a scientific sector that enumerates a considerable number of measures, such as the Theil index [8] [9] . At the following a solution of the XOR problem for the ANN simple perceptron is given, by using calculation techniques from the Theory of Numbers in Mathematics [10] . Secondly, the proposed simple perceptron pattern is being formulated to an inequalities index (MPII) and it is compared to the Theil index, regarding their inequalities performance.
The simple perceptron and the XOR problem
Simple perceptron ( Figure 1 ) constitutes a solo neuron ANN pattern, consisting of n incoming synapses with weights wi that receive n-input signals si (si = 0 or 1, i=1, 2, 3,…, n). Inside the neuron a weighted summation takes place, due to relation (1) [1] .
When the sum of products is higher than a threshold value θ (S  θ) the neuron activates the value 1, otherwise the neuron stays inactive [1] . The XOR operation [2] , [4] , concerns a logical function, which recommends a combination of the basic AND, OR and NOT logical operations (functions) as described at relation (2 It can be considered that the zero result of the XOR gate operates as an equality index and, oppositional, the monad as an inequality index. In order to conform with the DET terms (where the zero/not conducting status of the XOR gate refers to an inactive state that cannot be decoded as a current flow in DET's applications) the equality and inequality logical detectors are considered the NOT XOR (XNOR) and the XOR logical gates in correspondence [6] [7] . The XOR problem in the simple perceptron refers to the case that n=2. This problem [2] consists of the fact that there is no combination of the (real) weight values (w1, w2) for the input signal function of relation (3) that verifies the XOR Table 1 . Moreover, relation (3) denotes that, for every possible pair of weights (w1, w2), the (0,0), (1,1) and (0,1), (1,0) vector pairs will never exist at opposite half plans (Figure 2) , whose boundary is figured by line (3) [1] .
Solving the XOR problem, by using techniques of the Theory of Numbers
The XOR problem can be treated with success, in accordance with the complex-number [4] and quantum bit [5] solutions, by applying a threshold function with a modulus operant, whereas n is the dividend, m is the divisor and r is the residual. The n, k, m, r are integers (n, k, m, r Є ) and the factor m is not zero, m≠0. The Euclidean Algorithm with the modulus operant is expressed [10] :
In order to apply the modulus operant in the ANN simple perceptron model, the domain manifolds of n, k, and r parameters are expanded to real number ( ) manifolds. Parameter m is excluded from this expansion, since it is correlated with the discrete number of a neuron's inputs (synapses). Hence, it is defined that n, k, r parameters are real numbers and m is a non zero integer, so as relation (5) to be defined, where the divisor enumerates the number of the signal inputs (m=2). In this paper the symbolism -f(S)=(S)mod2‖ denotes that the modulus operand is being applied after the S sum calculation and the -f(S)≡S(mod2)‖ that the parameter S stands for the calculation result after the modulus operant application. Function (5) can transform relation (3)'s half plans into two saw-shaped plan areas (P1΄ and P2΄), as shown at Figure 2 . The modulus operant transforms the linear attitude of relation (1) into a periodical linear saw-shaped attitude, so to be possible for non-linear separable cases to be solved by simple perceptron models.
  By setting (s 1 , s 2 ) = (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1) and considering (w 1 , w 2 ) = (1,1) a solution to the XOR problem is achieved. Although the XOR problem is not defined for more than 2 inputs, the modulus neuron operant can be generalized to an n-input perceptron, by dividing S with the inputs number of the neuron. This generalization is hence utilized for inequalities measurement and is displayed at relation (6) , where S is defined in relation (1), the modulus operant is defined in relation (4), v denotes the neuron feature as a graph vertex and deg + (v) [11] declares the number of the input synapses of the neuron. The above generalization opines definitely at the equality case and in analogy the XNOR consideration [6] [7] at inequality.
The simple perceptron as an inequalities index in Regional Science
Regional Science belongs to modern sciences [12] and it utilizes scientific material and conclusions from other Sciences. The -Gravity Econometric Models‖ [13] [14] [15] [9] . The index appertains in the entropy measures family [17] , a family class which has been developed by the utilization of Thermodynamics in Physics, and is described in relation (7). In relation (7) x i is the arithmetic value of the observation i for the variation Χ (i=1,…,n), lnx is the napierian logarithmic function and μ the mean of the n observations x i (i=1,…,n). Theil index ranges into the interval 0  Τ  lnn [18] , [9] . The simple perceptron pattern with the modulus threshold function can also operate as an inequalities measure. Let's consider the general case, described by relation (6) . In order to conform to the binary structure of the XOR 
In the equality case, where every s i =a Є ,  
MPII's comparative simulation and application on Greek unemployment inequalities
The present section studies the MPII's behavior in comparison with the Theil index, for the same set of input signal vectors (patterns). Both Theil index and MPII were simulated by using the software package Microsoft Excel 2007. In the created application, 20 simulation tables were constructed, each for a separate random input signal vector (pattern). Each vector pattern consists of 52 input signal values (chosen to be equal in amount with the number of Greek Prefectures). The input signal values were generated randomly by the software. In order to broaden (at will) the software's random values interval [0,1], a coefficient was set that multiplies each random value. The two indices were calculated over the same random input values, so for every chosen coefficient two output vectors, one for Theil index (t 1 , t 2 , …, t 20 ) and one for MPII (r 1 , r 2 , …, r 20 ), to be resulted. The results were given as percentages from the maximum value, by dividing each index with the maximum possible
The result vectors (t 1 , t 2 ,…, t 20 ) and (r 1 , r 2 ,…, r 20 ) were represented graphically in a comparative graph. Initially, the Theil index and the MPII were compared, but the graphical results appeared to lie under an almost reversed relation. That observation agreed with the conclusion made previously that the generalized XOR modulus perceptron structure opines definitely as an equality index and the XNOR gate structure as an equality, so the Reversed MPII (RMPII=MPII -1 ) was considered, in order to -reverse‖ MPII's measurement utility and to obtain more obvious results. The comparative procedure conducted by setting values sequentially for the interval range coefficient, such as 1, 5, 100, 1000, -1, -5, -100 and -1000. The results are shown at Appendix A. As it can be distinguished, the percentages RMPII curve behavior is almost identical to the Theil index's, regarding the way that the value alternations are conserved. RMII percentages present a transposition to higher values, so it can be concluded that the nonnormalized values of the index are smoother than Theil's.
Secondly, in order to cover the case of the mixed-value signal vectors (with both positive and negative signal values) another simulation attempt occurred. That simulation lied on the same philosophy with the ordinary simulation, with the only difference that the random values were chosen alternately positive and negative and the real indices values (not percentage) are presented. The results (coefficient=10 chosen) on that case (Figure 3) show that in the mixed-value case the Theil index is unable to opine for the inequalities status, in opposition with the RMPII that is capable. The Theil index's inability is ought to the presence of the logarithmic function of relation (7), where the expression lnx is not defined for negative values (x<0). In the case that the input signal vector consists of completely negative values (described by the ordinary simulation by choosing a negative coefficient) the Theil index can conclude to a numerical result, because the negative values will be converted to positive by their division by the also negative mean value μ at the Theil index's relation (7). 
Conclusions
The XOR gate architecture in the Digital Electronics Theory has structural and functional similarities to the simple perceptron model in ANN. Respectively with the XOR and XNOR electronic gate utility, which refers to the equal and unequal electronic signals detection, the simple perceptron can also be used as an inequalities detector, under the condition that it can solve the XOR problem, without the attachment of hidden layers into its structure. By considering a threshold function with a modulus operator, as in relation (6), the simple ANN perceptron pattern can solve the nonlinear separable XOR problem. The proposed ANN model (nominated by the authors as modulus perceptron) is simpler than complex or quantum calculations, which suggest some solutions of the XOR problem in modern ANN research. The XOR architecture in the modulus ANN simple perceptron pattern can be formed to an index that can operate as a measure of inequalities in a similar way with the Theil index in Regional Econometrics. In the present paper the XOR problem solution achieved for an ANN simple perceptron, with reference to Number Theory in Mathematics, and a new inequalities index was introduced, MPII. The MPII and the Reversed MPII were examined in their behavior in comparison with the Theil index, by a simulation that took place with the use of Microsoft Excel 2007 accounting software package. The Theil index was compared with the proposed MPII (and in particular with the reversed MPII due to theoretical assumtions) and the results indicated that the new proposed MPII index operates sufficiently as an inequalities index, by the time it conserves the Theil's index slope and attitude alternations. Moreover, the proposed MPII seems to be more capable that Theil index, since it can operate in a wider range of cases due to the logarithmic deficiency of the second. In the case that the set of input signals consists of mixed (both positive and negative) values the MPII can provide estimation for the inequalities status in opposition with the Theil index. The proposed inequalities index is considered to be very useful measure on a total aspect. ______________________________
